enware wall faced rimless close-coupled toilet suite

A PERFECT MIX OF ROBUST AND COMMERCIAL QUALITY FOR HYGIENIC SOPHISTICATION WITH A TIMELESS DESIGN AND QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP OFFERING A RAISED HEIGHT OPTION
A modern and minimalist toilet suite that suits varied applications.

The rimless flush and the overall clean lines makes it easy to clean and maintain with fewer areas for dirt or germs to collect.

With two height options a broad range of applications are covered without compromising good design.

This water saving toilet is designed to match Enware’s comprehensive range of wash basins and adaptable vanities for a complete solution.

features

- Rimless design - water distribution has been designed to distribute precisely, ensuring efficiency whilst removing the need for a rim - creating a toilet that is far more hygienic than a standard toilet as there are fewer areas for germs and dirt to accumulate.

- Raised height option – an important but subtle feature that makes this toilet suitable for a broad range of applications and applicable to relevant standards and guidelines.

- Water saving - 4.5 / 3 Litre Dual Flush

- Hygiene flush technology

- Easy to clean surface

- Compact design – ideal for ensuites or for creating more space for carers & those with mobility assistance equipment.

- Soft close hard seat in white included - soft close action allows the seat to gently lower when closing.

- Geberit flushing technology

- P- or S- Trap (S-trap Adaptor included)

- Cistern Back Inlet

- Concealed fixing brackets and screws

Order Codes:
EBTW610
EBTW610R raised height